New!

- Weighs only 3.9 kg thanks to carbon fiber tubes
- Payload: 4.5 kg
- Ready in seconds thanks to a new connector system
- Vertical and horizontal brakes allow precise tracking shots especially good for close-up shooting
- Easy realization of smooth tracking shots from floor to ceiling height

wherever you go...
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ABC PRODUCTS
...a very light-weight and flexible jib arm - ideal for digital SLR cameras.

Owing to its small packing size and its reduced weight of only 3.9 kg thanks to carbon tubes, the jib is designed for quick and easy use like all ABC Products equipment. Moreover, the extremely short assembly time of only a few seconds and a QuickPin system allow a rapid change of location and camera angle.

Not only do the boom length of 1.52m and a payload capacity of 4.5kg make it an extremely versatile piece of equipment: the shot can be well prepared thanks to a parallelogram bar that can be continuously changed allowing for an automatic tilt as well as precise adjustment of the tilt head angle. A further advantage is the special swivel system that enables the Light-Jib to glide avoiding any disturbing swinging when it is stopped. Many other details such as a built-in bubble level, quick release and built-in brakes (horizontal and vertical) make the DSLR Light-Jib the ideal equipment for professional shooting with a DSLR.

**Technical data:**

- weight: 3.9kg/ 8.6lbs
- transport dimensions: 159 x 29 x 17 cm
- boom length: 152cm
- total crane length: 210cm
- lift (when tripod is 1.14m): 235cm
- max. payload: 4.5kg/ 9.9lbs
- max. counterweight: 15 kg / 33.07lbs

**Package includes:**

- carbon jib arm incl. head and 1/4” camera screw and boom with integrated horizontal and vertical brake
- integrated bubble level within the crane support
- adaptor for 75/100mm bowl tripods
- monitor holder with 1/4” screw
- cork handle for swivel action
- 2x QuickPins for easy mounting
- shoulder carrying bag
- manual

Technical changes without notice. For more information, please visit [www.abc-products.de](http://www.abc-products.de).

---

**Optional accessories:**

- tripod 132 X
- monitor TTF-7”
- adaptor plate DB0
- ball adaptor plates 75/100mm
- counterweights
- sand bags
- soft case

---

**About ABC ...**

ABC Products has been active in studying solutions for the moving camera technique for many years. The main emphasis of the innovative developments is on consistent lightweight construction with high functionality and longevity: broadcast equipment for everyday use on the set, products include:

- camera balance systems (HandyMan) hand-operated or body supported for different camera weights. Light Cranes with different lengths, from the consumer up to the professional device with remote Head. Light Dolly's with track systems. ABC Products is also able to customize besides offering an extensive list of accessories which have all one in common: filming with the moving camera!
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